Even though it is evident the relationship between executive functioning and performance variability at group level (e.g., in the comparison between high-and low-level athletes in sport; Vestberg et al., 2012) , it is less known the mediating role of response variability at intra-individual level. Also, it is still not clear the mediating role of PFC activity in the intra-individual variability because of contrasting results of neuroimaging studies: in fact, two studies reported a greater dorsolateral PFC (DLPFC) activation associated with high intraindividual variability (Bellgrove et al., 2004; Simmonds et al., 2007) , while Weissman et al. (2006) reported reduced prestimulus activity of the right DLPFC in the less consistent trials. In other words, depending on the main findings, neuroimaging literature interpreted the high individual variability as the consequence of the greater need of top-down executive control (enhanced PFC activation), or in terms of lapses in attention (reduced PFC activation).
ERPS AND EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS: STATE OF THE ART AND MAIN LIMITATIONS
Identification of neurophysiological correlates of executive functioning requires to investigate different cognitive abilities, which in part depend on the experimental paradigm: for example, in Stroop or sustained attention tasks (Demeter and Woldorff, 2016) , voluntary selective attention would be more stressed than Go/No-go tasks in which accumulation of sensory evidence would be determinant, or oddball tasks where decision making in effected by expectancy, or stop-signal tasks in which the so-called "reactive inhibition" is often required (for a review see Jahanshahi et al., 2015) . It is also relevant to note that decisional processes work in a narrow temporal window, such as the time needed to perform a single trial in a speeded decision-making task. This constraint requires the researchers to adopt a technique with adequate temporal resolution to carry out their own investigations: this means that neuroimaging studies may not be the most suitable to investigate the fast temporal succession of the decisional processes. Moreover, as also suggested by Bogacz et al. (2010) , the duration of the decision processes can affect the amplitude of the BOLD signal, therefore functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) findings should be interpreted with caution when studying the decision-making. In other terms, it could be possible that the long time needed to make a decision (leading to large response variability) explains the greater PFC activation reported by some studies (Bellgrove et al., 2004; Simmonds et al., 2007) . At the opposite, even if less informative on the anatomical source of the observed activities, the electroencephalography (EEG), and especially the eventrelated potentials (ERPs) technique, is particularly appropriate to catch the fast succession of the decisional brain's events. However, most of the ERP literature in this field focused on post-response activities like the central-parietal P3 (Segalowitz et al., 1997; Saville et al., 2011) , and the error-negativity (Ne) and error positivity (Pe) in case of error commission (Falkenstein et al., 1991 (Falkenstein et al., , 1995 (Falkenstein et al., , 1996 . Similarly, when focused on the pre-movement activities, electrophysiological studies mainly observed the frontal-medial modulation of the N2 component (Bokura et al., 2001; van Boxtel et al., 2001; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2003) , whose functional role is still debated (Perri et al., 2015b; Di Russo et al., 2017) . In other terms, the main limitation of ERP literature was the lack of a solid background on the contribution of the executive functions of the frontal cortex in the decisional processes. In fact, except for the motor preparation activities of the frontal areas, as reflected by the Bereitschaftspotential (BP; e.g., Shibasaki and Hallett, 2006) and the lateralized readiness potential (LRP; e.g., Rinkenauer et al., 2004) , only the very recent literature started to report the ERP correlates of the PFC in the executive functioning and variability (for a review see Di .
LOOKING INTO THE FRONTAL LOBES: EMERGING EVIDENCE ON THE ERP CORRELATES OF EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS
When performing a decision-making task, the contribution of the PFC executive functions is manifested mainly through cognitive processes like top-down attentional control, maintenance of information in the short-term memory, ability to ignore distractors and focus on relevant features, and inhibition of the wrong schema and selection of the appropriate one. Since even one of these processes would be able to affect the inter-and intra-individual variability of the performance, they should be dissociated and investigated separately.
Recent ERP studies described different pre-movement activities within the frontal cortex emerging both before and after the stimulus appearance in decisional tasks: as reviewed by Di , there is a growing body of evidence defining the mediating role of these components in the variability of executive functions. It was shown that before the appearance of a stimulus, that is the preparation stage, at frontopolar sites is possible to detect the so called prefrontal negativity (pN) component, as shown in Figure 1A and in the left side of Figure 1C , together with the more posterior BP (e.g., Di Russo et al., 2013) . The bilaterally-distributed pN was described as the electrophysiological correlate of the inferior frontal gyrus (iFg) activity (Di Sulpizio et al., 2017) , especially involved in the proactive inhibitory Bianco et al., 2017a,b,c) and top-down attentional control (Perri et al., 2014a (Perri et al., , 2015a . Another ERP component is the dorsolateral pN (DLpN), that on the right hemisphere was associated to modulation of baseline levels in the accuracy system (i.e., the larger the right DLpN, the poorer the accuracy performance; Perri et al., 2014b; Lucci et al., 2016) . The mediating role of the pN component in intra-individual variability emerged through studies that showed how enhancement of this activity predisposes subjects to effective inhibitory control and, at the opposite, that its reduction predicts poor attentional control leading to response omission . A prefrontal activity compatible with the pN was described by West and Alain (2000) adopting a Stroop task: findings are consistent in revealing that momentary lapses of attention are associated with a pre-stimulus change in the ERP activity over the frontal regions. Moreover, it was shown that also inter-individual variability of performance was associated with the individual level of pN activity: in other words, the more consistent performers are marked by larger pN activity than the less consistent ones (Perri et al., 2015a) . If the pN component can be described as a sort of readiness activity (a cognitive disposition in performing the task), there are also executive functions that work in the information processing stage, that is after the stimulus onset. In this regard, the ERP literature identified a complex of three components that were labeled as prefrontal N1 (pN1), prefrontal P1 (pP1), and prefrontal P2 (pP2): they were respectively associated with the sensory-awareness, the sensory-motor integration and the stimulus-response mapping process (for a review see Di . The main generator of the prefrontal ERPs was localized in the bilateral anterior insula (Di Sulpizio et al., 2017) , and these components are typically detected 80-400 ms after the stimulus appearance; however, while the pN1 and pP1 components reflect top-down perceptual processing of any stimulus to be processed (even in a passive-perception task), the later pP2 can be detected only in presence of decisional requests, that is the need to classify the information by matching it with the relative response, or stimulus-response mapping. Figure 1B shows the ERP waveforms of the pN1, pP1 and Pp2 together with the well-known N2 and P3. Figure 1C (right) shows the pP2 scalp topography concomitant to the N2. It is noteworthy that the pP2 component was also labeled as Go-P2 (Gajewski and Falkenstein, 2013) , anterior P2 (P2a; Potts et al., 1996) , frontal selection positivity (FSP; Kenemans et al., 1993) , and frontal P3 (P3f; Makeig et al., 1999) , and in all cases larger amplitudes were reported for target than non-target trials, regardless of task and response modality (finger movement, speech, silent count). Further, modulation of this component were repeatedly associated with groups difference in decisional speed (Perri et al., 2014b; Bianco et al., 2017c) , such as with accuracy variability at both inter-individual (Di Russo et al., 2013; Perri et al., 2014b ), and intra-individual level (Perri et al., 2015b .
Concluding, there is a growing literature revealing the utility of the ERPs in the study of the executive functions of the prefrontal cortex. In fact, even if with a less spatial resolution of neuroimaging scans, recent ERP literature has proven to be able in overcoming some concerns such as the source localization and the presence of artifacts in the anterior sites, that in the past may have limited the EEG investigation of the frontal executive functioning. At the opposite, the background reviewed here on the functional roles and generators of prefrontal ERPs suggest the latter as a promising tool to foster a new-way approach in the neurocognitive study of the executive functions. In fact, the extensive review of Di revealed the potential role of the prefrontal ERPs in identifying the cognitive factors mediating the variability of performance within subjects and between groups. Also, since it was shown that prefrontal ERPs are affected by neurological disease and susceptible of modifications as effect of rehabilitation (Di Russo et al., 2013) and sport training (Bianco et al., 2017b,c) , future studies may clarify which cognitive factors could operate on them. Similarly, investigation of the prefrontal ERPs in clinical populations would be useful to shed new light on the strength relationship between prefrontal lesions and executive functions (for a review see Alvarez and Emory, 2006) .
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